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CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD’S MESSAGE
As Board Chairman, I am always very pleased to report on SODES’ activities for the past fiscal year.
This is especially true given that, while the management team is quite small, every year it is able to
achieve more and more. This clearly reflects its members’ commitment and makes me very proud.
Again this year, our Board directors were active and I thank them sincerely for their hard work. The
contribution of each sector represented on the Board is crucial for defending everyone’s interests
and maintaining the representativeness that SODES is known for, particularly among our government
partners. Our Finance and Governance and Human Resources committees were very active in 2017, helping to
ensure our organization’s sound management and the sustainability of our actions. I applaud the contribution and
outstanding work done by the members of the Board of Directors’ committees.
Our members’ loyalty is a priority for SODES. This aim was reflected in management’s pursuing its members’ tour
to ensure that it clearly understands the emerging issues and the needs of those it works for day in, day out. This
exercise helps adapt our actions on an ongoing basis in addition to making the services SODES offers known to
sectors that may potentially join our organization’s membership ranks.
In concluding, I would like to thank all of those who, from near and far, make the St. Lawrence
Economic Development Council (SODES) a marine-sector association that is extremely useful
within Québec’s maritime economy.
Michel Tosini

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S MESSAGE
In keeping with the key thrusts of its current strategic plan, last year, SODES focussed on concerted
action, marine industry positioning, government relations and communications.
To do so, a special effort was made to establish partnerships with other activity sectors to be able to
voice strong positions in developing government policies or policy directions. Such collaboration also
helps raise awareness about the marine industry’s workings, thereby supporting our communications
and promotion-related goals.
Where government relations are concerned, SODES continued to work hard to ensure that shipping occupies its
rightful place, in both environmental and economic terms. Faced with the government’s goals to reduce the transport sector’s environmental footprint, we persist in seeking recognition of the headway shipping has made, on land
and at sea. At the same time, we recall how essential it is that the services provided to the industry reflect the
growth forecasts announced, notably through the agreements signed with other countries.
The most recent public survey, designed to assess the repercussions of the campaign Brought to you by ship –
My river, my provider! showed the need for continuing our communications-related activities where the public
is concerned. As a result, we launched Phase 2 of the campaign, thanks to the financial support of many of our
members, to whom I would like to express my sincere gratitude. Public perception of the marine industry is much
more positive and it is important that we continue in this direction. By raising awareness and informing people
about us, we will garner support and encourage young people to join our ranks.
I am proud of the achievements we are presenting in this activity report. They are the result of productive
collaboration and ongoing teamwork. A special thanks to those who worked alongside me over the year: Ariane,
Céline, Marie-Pier and Mélissa.
Nicole Trépanier
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HIGHLIGHTS

First edition of the Assises du transport maritime
On September 29, 2017, SODES and the Secrétariat aux affaires maritimes partnered to hold the first edition of the Assises du transport
maritime, a day-long maritime transport congress for reflecting on the
Québec Maritime Strategy’s three main thrusts aimed at encouraging
discussions between the stakeholders of the different sectors concerned.
These exchanges enabled the government to begin deliberations targeting the Maritime Strategy’s next
action plan and allowed the marine industry to share certain messages and interact with representatives
from governments and environmental groups.

Maritime information system launching
Begun in March 2016, the Maritime Information System (MIS) web platform has been up and running
since December 2017 at statsmaritimes.com. This joint Innovation maritime-SODES project aims to set
up a system to collate, process and disseminate data that is useful for marine-sector stakeholders and
their business and government partners.
Over the year, the MIS published five (5) newsletters. The website’s “break-in”
period is now finished and newsletters published after December 2017 are
available only to subscribers.

Overhaul of Sodes media
When preparing its strategic plan, SODES surveyed its members in order to better define their needs and
offer them increasingly adapted services.
• SODES NewFlashes replace the St. Lawrence Express
The quarterly newsletter St. Lawrence Express no longer met members’ expectations as the means for disseminating SODES’ activities.
Based on this finding, SODES replaced the St. Lawrence Express by SODES
NewsFlashes, very short publications released weekly to inform members of the
organization’s main activities more frequently.
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• Interview of the month
SODES’ media overhaul also led to creation of the Interview of the month, a short fourquestion interview featuring SODES member organizations or partners and discussing
subjects of interest to the maritime community.
The publication provides an opportunity for those interviewed to highlight a recent
event or project.

New members
In 2017, SODES welcomed four (4) new members:
• Fasken;
• Federal Fleet Services;
• QSL;
• Transport Canada.
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2017 ACHIEVEMENTS
The year 2017 was very busy and marked by a great many achievements. The action plan was developed
based on the 2017-2019 strategic plan’s three main thrusts:
1. Concerted action and marine industry positioning
2. Government relations
3. Communications and promotion of the industry

1. Concerted action and marine industry positioning
SODES rallies its members and tries to arrive at joint positions, with its associative partners, on files and
issues linked to development of the Québec marine industry and the St Lawrence – Great Lakes system.
This involves participating in a number of different forums, committees and working groups and, from
time to time, producing briefs or position papers.

MAIN COMMITTEES ON WHICH SODES SITS:
Navigation Coordination Committee (NCC)
The NCC was set up under the St. Lawrence Action Plan, which results from a Canada-Québec agreement
on the St. Lawrence River. The committee consists of 25 members from the maritime industry, recreational
navigation, environmental groups, provincial and federal government departments.
• SODES participates in the NCC and its various working groups:
• Working Group on Ship Speed and Riverbank Erosion;
• Working Group on Marine Traffic and Protection of Marine
Mammals (G2T3M);
• Working Group on Oil Shipping.

North Atlantic right whale working group
The North Atlantic right whale working group, composed of members from the shipping sector,
governments, and the research community, has made it possible to find a solution to the problem of
North Atlantic right whale mortality due to ship strikes. Part of the group’s work led in scenarios that
influenced the speed restriction measure targeting vessels over 20 metres in length implemented in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence in spring 2018.
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Green Marine’s St.Lawrence advisory committee
The St. Lawrence environmental advisory committee is mandated to provide comments
and advice on Green Marine’s environmental certification program so as to improve it and
develop new indicators.

Québec Maritime Network
Set up in 2016, the Quebec Maritime Network (RQM) aims at providing Québec with a consultation
and cooperation maritime research tool. In a spirit of knowledge-sharing and integration, the RQM
promotes Quebec’s existing structures and experts and helps companies, governments, government
departments and municipalities access a critical mass of researchers from various research groupings
and institutions throughout the province. In accordance with the first Québec
Maritime Strategy, this initiative contributes to Québec’s sustainable development.
SODES sits on the Steering Committee as the marine industry representative.

Institut France-Québec Maritime (IFQM)
The Institut France-Québec pour la coopération scientifique en appui au secteur maritime (IFQM),
mandated to promote scientific cooperation to support the maritime sector, seeks to channel bilateral
efforts and mobilize stakeholders, on both sides of the Atlantic, involved in the various fields related to
the maritime sector with regard to research and innovation.
In the current global context, transatlantic coordination of scientific cooperation efforts to serve the
maritime economy is becoming increasingly necessary. SODES is a member of the IFQM’s Steering
Committee.
Conseil du Patronat du Québec (CPQ) NAFTA watch committee
To be able to fully collaborate on the efforts made by the Québec and Canadian governments in the
context of renegotiating NAFTA, the CPQ set up a watch committee with representatives from various
sectorial associations and Québec’s chief negotiator, Raymond Bachand. To cover
all of the activity sectors affected by NAFTA, the CPQ invited its members to
participate in conference calls with Mr. Bachand for information on how negotiations
were progressing. SODES participated in these discussions as a member.
Sustainable mobility policy development advisory committee
Created by the Ministère des Transports, de la Mobilité durable et de l’Électrification des transports to
successfully develop the sustainable mobility policy and have a long-term vision of all of the different
issues, the advisory committee was mandated to accompany the department
through the process. Composed of thirty members from all horizons, the advisory
committee members issued recommendations on the measures proposed by the
department at each stage in the policy development process.
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Port Authority’s community relations committee
This committee was created by the Port of Québec to establish and maintain formal communication
channels between the port and the community stakeholders concerned by its activities. The committee
also seeks to improve the manner in which port projects are carried out in order to enhance their social
acceptability.

PUBLICATION OF BRIEFS AND POSITION PAPERS:
In addition to these committees, SODES ensures that the marine industry is positioned by tabling briefs
or position papers on current issues of concern to its members, including regulations and economic
development.
Briefs and documents tabled in 2017:
• Brief presented to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency to support the Port of Québec
Deep-Water Multipurpose Wharf Project - Beauport 2020 - January 2017;
• Brief submitted to the Ministère des Transports, de la Mobilité durable et de l’Électrification des
transports in the context of development of the Québec government’s sustainable mobility policy
- August 2017;
• Brief presented to Transition énergétique Québec on developing the government’s master plan for
energy transition, innovation and efficiency in Québec - December 2017.

2. Government relations
As the voice of the maritime community, SODES promoted a competitive marine industry to government authorities.
In 2017, these activities took place in the context of the following :
MARINE INDUSTRY FORUM :
The two working groups, which Sodes belongs to or co-chairs, also worked on the following specific issues :
• Maritime information System working group
The Maritime Information System (MIS) working group helped complete the creation and
implementation phase of the MIS platform, which has been operational since December 2017.
• Ship channel competitiveness working group
The Forum set up a working group to analyse the competitive position of St. Lawrence ports in terms
of water depth available in the ship channel. The working group’s mission is to recommend an action
plan aimed at enabling St. Lawrence ports and the Seaway to receive bigger ships by taking into
account the economic, environmental and social dimensions of the issues raised. The group’s work
continued in 2017.
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The Forum is co-chaired by the Minister for Maritime Affairs, Jean D’Amour,
and the SODES Chairman of the Board, Michel Tosini. SODES partners with
Transports Québec’s Maritime Transportation and St. Lawrence Promotion Department to run the Forum secretariat.

NATIONAL MARINE ADVISORY BOARD (NMAB)
• Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) Commissioner Advisory Committee on services offered by the
organization
• Madate: Create a permanent forum for discussion between the CCG and the Canadian marine
industry
Despite the NMAB tradition of meeting twice annually, the Advisory Board met only once in 2017. The
industry representatives from administrative regions across Canada however insisted that work with Coast
Guard officials be maintained on a regular, foreseeable basis in order to deal with the issues they face.

REGIONAL MARINE ADVISORY COUNCIL (RMAC)
SODES participates in the meetings of the Regional Marine Advisory Council (RMAC) organized by
Transport Canada and the Canadian Coast Guard in order to inform industry stakeholders of the Marine
Advisory Board’s work – Québec Region and the progress made on regulation and legislation-related files.
SODES presented a report on the Marine Advisory Board – Québec Region’s work at the meeting.

MARINE ADVISORY BOARD (MAB) - Québec Region
The Marine Advisory Board – Québec Region is an ad hoc, independent group that represents and
defends the interests of forwarders, ship owners and operators, carriers, industries and the commercial
marine sector as a whole for the Québec Region to the CCG. SODES coordinates the Board.

MEETING BETWEEN MINISTER LEBLANC AND THE INDUSTRY IN QUÉBEC
CITY
On June 9, 2017, SODES organized a meeting between marine industry representatives and Minister
of Fisheries and Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard Dominic LeBlanc. Topics discussed with the
Minister included the state of the icebreaking fleet, the Coast Guard’s levels of service and the latter’s
place within the department.
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3. Communications and promotion of the industry
SODES is mandated to raise public awareness about the marine industry, enhance its image and heighten
its visibility, both within the industry and outside it. Consequently, it devotes a great many of its activities to maritime industry promotional campaign coordination, presentations, conferences and event
organization.
MARINE INDUSTRY PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN
• Phase 1:
Following a survey on Quebeckers’ perception of the marine industry, conducted in 2013, SODES was
mandated to heighten the industry’s visibility and, consequently, enhance its image.
In this context, since 2014, SODES has implemented a promotional campaign,
whose first phase ended in 2017.
It aims to make the Québec public aware of the important role the marine industry
plays in our daily lives. It reminds Quebeckers that the majority of the items
surrounding us are delivered by ship and have travelled the St. Lawrence.
Initially planned as a two-year venture, rigorous management of the campaign budgets allowed many of
these activities to continue for an additional year.
• Phase 2 :
A second survey on Quebeckers’ perception of the marine industry, conducted after the promotional
campaign’s first phase, showed gains in terms of perception and make it possible to assess the campaign.
Based on the results, the decision was made to implement a second phase, which would run from 2017
to 2019.
• Phase 2 communications plan
In 2016, a subcommittee, spearheaded by the Comm professionals group, was set up to develop
the communications plan for Phase 2 of the marine industry promotional campaign. In 2017,
this subcommittee finalized the Phase 2 communications plan defining target goals and audiences
as well as the actions to implement to reach them. Since many communications elements were
produced in Phase 1 (video, visuals, logo), the committee decided not to produce new material
for Phase 2, but to intensify its dissemination. Phase 2 will focus on disseminating messages
on social networks, running publicity on Google and on social networks, continuing many Phase
1 activities and updating and promoting the Maritime Information Bureau, among others.
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• Fundraising for Phase 2
The financial target set for campaign Phase 2 was $400 000. Thanks to an increase in
the number of contributors among our members, we were able to raise $475 000, thereby
confirming the desire to continue the offensive through Brought to you by ship – My river, my
provider! Our sincere thanks to those who supported the project for their confidence in us.
Educational game Brought to You by Ship on www.gameforscience.com
SODES, working with CREO, developed an educational game enabling
youngsters to discover the marine industry on the online platform
www.gameforscience.com. Launched in 2014 and called Brought to You by Ship,
the video game has been enhanced by SODES until it was put online in 2016.

• Promotion of the game
To promote the educational game Brought to You by Ship, SODES worked with CREO to carry out 35
activities (in grades 5 and 6 at the elementary level) in 14 schools and 8 waterfront cities along the St.
Lawrence:
• Contrecoeur;
• Salaberry-de-Valleyfield;
• Trois-Rivières;
• Berthierville;

• Bécancour;
• Lévis;
• Québec City;
• Sorel-Tracy.

These initiatives succeeded in introducing 677 students and 35 teachers to the game.
Over this time, the game recorded:
• 9 094 users (visitors/players)
• 12 420 sessions (period during which a user is active in the game)
Brought to You by Ship was also presented at symposiums targeting teaching staff:
• Rendez-Vous des écoles francophones (REFER), March, Québec
City;
• Symposium on the approach guiding the Association québécoise
d’information scolaire et professionnelle (AQUISEP), March,
Québec City;
• Congress of the Association québécoise des enseignantes et des
enseignants du primaire (AQEP), November, Montréal.
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Monique-Fitz-Back Foundation
SODES has collaborated with the Monique-Fitz-Back Foundation since 2011 to promote education
about sustainable development and social commitment with the Mon fleuve et moi project.
Mon fleuve et moi was the first educational project designed to bring young people into closer contact
with the St. Lawrence River to inform them and make them aware of the issues surrounding its protection,
promotion and development through educational material and a drawing contest entitled My inspiring
St. Lawrence River.
Begun in the Québec City area in 2011-2012, it is now a province-wide initiative.
The 2016-2017 edition of the drawing contest was open to all educational
establishments at the elementary, secondary and college levels, as well as those
offering professional development and adult education throughout the province,
encouraging participants up to age 20 to express their vision of the River through
art (drawing, painting, collage, etc.). This year, participants were invited to draw
their dream activity related to the St. Lawrence.
This edition’s 612 entries allowed us to estimate participation at approximately
5100 young people (only 3 drawings submitted per class, based on an average
of 25 students per class). Geographically, participation included 96 schools,
located in 14 administrative regions (the Québec City, Montréal and Lower St.
Lawrence regions alone accounted for 364 drawings).
The 50 finalists, 10 of which were proclaimed winners, had their work exhibited on a mural displayed on
board Société des traversiers du Québec ferries (8 ferry boats) and at the Aquarium du Québec.

SODES Next Generation scholarship
In 2017, SODES awarded the SODES Next Generation scholarship to David Didier,
a PhD candidate in Environmental Sciences at the Université du Québec à Rimouski
and Montréal. The jury, made up of members from academic et industry sectors, recognized Mr. Didier’s academic excellence and the relevance of his research project
analyzing and developing a mapping model of coastal flooding in the Estuary and
Gulf of St. Lawrence in a context of climate change, entitled “Analyse et développement d’un modèle de cartographie de la submersion côtière dans l’estuaire et le
golfe du Saint-Laurent dans un contexte de changements climatiques”.

Institut maritime du Québec (IMQ) student scholarship
SODES recognizes IMQ students whose academic performance has been particularly
outstanding by awarding an annual scholarship of $1 500.
2017 recipient: Tomessi Agbewanou, Transportation Logistics Technology student.
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Sponsorships
Since 2016, SODES has supported a team of Lower St. Lawrence pilots, who
proudly wear marine industry promotional campaign colours. The team members
also promoted the game Brought to You by Ship to young people in the schools
they sponsored and gave them Rubik cubes sporting Brought to You by Ship
colours.

Maritime Information Bureau (MIB)
The MIB is a single information window offering quick access to expertise and information about the
Québec marine sector. The MIB’s mission is to help the media, elected officials and the public get relevant, factual marine-industry-related information quickly and efficiently.
In 2017, SODES produced three «MIB Info Updates» via the Maritime Information Bureau (MIB):
• MIB Info Update: Ballast Water and Aquatic Invasive Species;
• MIB Info Update: Shipping Regulations;
• MIB Info Update: Énergie Saguenay and Belugas.

Exposition of marine-sector photographs in a shipping container
In 2017, SODES produced an exhibition featuring art photos of marine
infrastructures. Set up in a shipping container fashioned into an art gallery,
the exhibition travelled throughout summer 2017.
Its presence at various events allowed a wide-ranging public to be reached
in order to make the marine sector known.
2017 shipping container exhibition calendar:
• July 18-23, Québec City: Rendez-Vous 2017;
• July 19-August 4, Trois-Rivières: Cirque du Soleil;
• August 5- 13, Trois-Rivières: Grand Prix automobile;
• August 22-September 10: Sorel-Tracy ferry;
• September 11-29: St. Lawrence Seaway Management
Corporation;
• September 29-October 10: Rimouski.
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COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS:
In 2017, SODES produced and disseminated the following to its members and partners:
• 30 SODES NewsFlashes;
• 6 Interviews of the Month;
• 4 Maritime Information System newsletters;
• 24 event invitations and reminders;
• 9 press releases.
Further, in the context of a partnership with the Conseil du patronat du Québec, SODES agreed to write
four posts for the blog Prospérité.Québec.
In 2017, SODES produced the blog post: “The St. Lawrence, an essential asset for Québec’s prosperity”.

• Social media
SODES, wich beacame activer on social media in 2016, conitnued its communication efforts on Facebook
and Twitter so as to reach other audiences and disseminate the industry’s successes.
• Facebook
On December 31, 2017, the SODES Facebook page had 152 followers (52 new followers
acquired during the year).
In 2017, SODES posted 100 messages on Facebook, allowing it to reach 19 336 individuals,
including 803 one-time users who clicked on, linked, shared or commented on one of these
messages.
• Twitter
On December 31, 2017, the SODES Twitter feed had 527 followers.
Over the year, SODES posted 123 tweets, which were posted 74 600 times and generated
817 interactions (replies, clicks, likes, retweets).
• MIB Twitter account
The MIB Twitter account had 530 followers on December 31, 2017.
In 2017, the Maritime Information Bureau published 21 tweets, which were posted 15 670 times and
generated 149 interactions (replies, clicks, likes, retweets).
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PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS:
During the past year, SODES participated in numerous events as a guest speaker:
• Presentation on the Maritime Information System, ACFAS Colloquium - May 2017
• Presentation, Causeries Champlain - September 2017
• Participation on a panel, annual conference of the Association des biologistes du Québec November 2017
• Presentation at the General Shipping Knowledge training session organized by the Human
Resources Sectorial Committee of the Maritime Industry (CSMOIM) - November 2017

EVENTS, NETWORKING AND SERVICES TO MEMBERS:
Québec Marine Day (QMD)
The 17th edition of Québec Marine Day (QMD), the key annual meeting between National Assembly of
Québec elected officials and marine-sector representatives, was held on October 24, 2017 under the
banner “Ship differently + effectively”. This theme highlighted the importance of reviewing the way we
think about transportation and logistics, in the context of the Québec government’s efforts in its fight
against climate change and to ensure a successful energy transition, to be implemented in particular
through the actions identified in the 2018-2023 action plan resulting from the Québec government’s
sustainable mobility policy.
Some 40 marine-industry stakeholders met with National Assembly
parliamentarians to ensure alignment between industry priorities and
government projects, in particular the Québec Maritime Strategy.
Officially recognized by government Order-in-Council in 2002, QMD is organized jointly by the St.
Lawrence Shipoperators and SODES, with the support of the ministère des Transports, de la Mobilité
durable et de l’Électrification des transports, to make parliamentarians aware of issues related to the
marine sector so that the industry can remain competitive and continue to better serve Quebeckers’
interests.
The Assises du transport maritime
On September 29, SODES and the Secrétariat aux affaires maritimes held the Assises du transport
maritime, a day-long maritime transport congress for generating discussions on the Maritime Strategy’s
three main thrusts (economic, environmental and social).
The event was attended by more than 90 representatives from different areas—the marine industry, the
environment, provincial and federal government departments, the research community and the municipal
sector, in addition to Minister for Maritime Affairs Jean D’Amour. The event was organized around
workshops on various themes: Maritime transport as an economic development lever, Environmental
issues surrounding maritime transport and Social acceptability and communications in maritime
transport.
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Each of the three workshops was preceded by short conferences by experts on the different themes and
followed by a moderator-led discussion period. The formula chosen for the congress’ organization helped
encourage much-needed discussions between the different sectors concerned by the Maritime Strategy.
Exchanges during the workshops were very constructive, enabling the government to begin deliberations
targeting the Maritime Strategy’s next action plan and allowing the marine industry to share certain
messages and interact with representatives from government and environmental groups.
Luncheon conferences
SODES organized four (4) luncheon conferences–in Lévis, Saguenay, Bécancour and Montréal.
This year, SODES invited a specialist to speak on a topic that differed from the industry’s traditional
themes, namely communications and crisis management.
Lévis, February 14, 2017
“The St. Lawrence River, a Powerful Lever for Development”, Gilles Lehouillier, Mayor of Lévis.
Bécancour, June 15, 2017
Maurice Richard, President-CEO, Société du parc industriel et portuaire de Bécancour, presented the
history of the government corporation he heads and of development of the Port of Bécancour Waterfont
Industrial Park.
La Baie, September 14, 2017
“Lac à Paul Apatite Mine Project”, Jean-Sébastien David, Chief Operating Officer, Arianne Phosphate.
Montréal, November 16, 2017
“Communications and Crisis Management: The Challenges in 2017”, Bruno Guglielminetti, Digital
Consultant, Columnist/Commentator, Producer and Speaker.
2017 SODES Rendez-Vous
On April 20, 2017, SODES organized the 4th edition of its annual conference SODES Rendez-Vous in
Montréal under the banner “Future Outlook for Shipping: Working Towards Responsible, Sustainable
Economic Development”.
A number of guest speakers were on hand to outline major worldwide economic trends and current issues
facing the marine industry and to present sustainable economic development news and initiatives.
They included:
• Craig Alexander, Senior Vice-President and Chief Economist, Conference Board of Canada;
• Nathalie Lechasseur, General Director, Program Operations Québec/West, Infrastructure
Canada;
• Johanne Gélinas, President-Director General, Transition énergétique Québec;
• Germain Belzile, Senior Associate Researcher, Current
Affairs, Montreal Economic Institute (MEI);
• Jean-Paul Rodrigue, Professor, Hofstra University.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS*
The SODES Board of Directors meets five times a year (February – April – June – September – November).
EXECUTIVES

Chairman of the Board: Michel Tosini, Executive Vice-President, FMT and Fednav Direct
Vice-President: Mario Girard, President and Chief Executive Officer, Québec Port Authority
Secretary: Alain Pilotte, Vice-President, Strategic Initiatives, Logistec Corporation

GOVERNANCE AND HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Sylvie Vachon (President), President and Chief Executive Officer, Montréal Port Authority
Jean-Philippe Brunet, Executive Vice-President – Corporate and Legal Affairs, Ocean Group
Martin Bernier, Associate and Leader, Certification, PwC

FINANCE COMMITTEE

Michael Fratianni (President and Treasurer), Chief Executive Officer, Montreal Gateway Terminals Partnership
Jean Aubry-Morin, Vice-President, Corporate Sustainability, St. Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation
Françoys Royer, Vice-President, Finance and Administration, Desgagnés Group

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Alain Arseneault
President
Corporation des pilotes du
Saint-Laurent Central
Robert Bellisle
President and CEO
Quebec Stevedoring

Ghislain Harvey
Chairman of the Board
Saguenay Port Authority

Josée Santagata
Manager, Business Development
Canadian National (CN)

Jérôme Landry
Mayor
City of Matane

Daniel Tremblay
Health and Safety Advisor
Syndicat des débardeurs de Montréal
SCFP, section locale 375

Gaétan Boivin
President and CEO
Trois-Rivières Port Authority

Claude Mailloux
Executive Director
Human Resources Sectorial Committee
of the Maritime Industry (CSMOIM)

Sylvain Desbiens
Vice-President
Somavrac

Jean Masse
City Councillor
City of Sept-Îles

Guy Dumoulin
Council Member
Communauté métropolitaine
de Québec

Stéphane Morency
President and Chief Executive Officer
Maritime Employers Association

Isabelle Viau
Operations Manager
Port of Valleyfield
Jean Wilhelmy
Senior Vice-President, Natural Ressources, manufacturer and Services
Fonds de solidarité FTQ

OBSERVERS

Fulvio Fracassi
Chief Executive Officer
Laurentian Pilotage Authority

Jean Ouellet
Executive Director
ArcelorMittal Exploitation minière
Canada s.e.n.c.

Marie-Gabrielle Boudreau
Director, Legal affairs and corporate
secretary
Société des traversiers du Québec
(STQ)

Pierre D. Gagnon
Chief Executive Officer
Port of Sept-Îles

Pierre Préfontaine
First Vice-President
Canada Steamship Lines

Line Rousseau
Director, Technical Programs
Association québécoise des transports
(AQTr)

Jean Grégoire
Partner
Langlois

Carl Robitaille
President
Corporation of Lower St. Lawrence
Pilots

*at June 15, 2017
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Denis Simard
Department Head
Ministère des Transports, de la
Mobilité durable et de l’Électrification
des transports

271, rue de l’Estuaire
Québec, Qc G1K 8S8
418 648-4572
sodes@st-laurent.org
www.st-laurent.org

